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A Unix and Linux handbook

From the Back CoverEssential Skills Made Easy!Learn the fundamentals of UNIX
administration--from both a network and single system perspective--using this easy-to-follow
introductory guide. You'll find clear instructions for setting up such important system services sas
DNS, FTP, file systems, basic security tools, and much more. Designed for easy learning, this
book walks you through each step of key processes--from installation to using TCP/IP tools and
network and system management. Also, the book reviews SNMP and related tools. Organized
by topic and filled with step-by-step exercises, tips, and quizzes, this book is an ideal starting
point on the path to becoming a successful system administrator.This Beginner's Guide is
Designed for Easy Learning: Modules--Each concept is divided into logically organized modules
(chapters), ideal for self-paced learning Critical Skills--Each module opens with the specific
skills covered in the module Ask the Experts--Q&A sections throughout are filled with bonus
information and helpful tips 1-Minute Drills--Quick self-assessment sections check your
progress Mastery Checks--End-of-module reviews test knowledge using short-answer, multiple-
choice, and fill-in-the-blank questions Projects--Practical exercises show how to apply the
critical skills learned in each module Blueprints--Key networking configurations are illustrated in
detail
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Linux Pocket Guide: Essential Commands The Practice of System and Network Administration,
Second Edition Mastering Unix Shell Scripting: Bash, Bourne, and Korn Shell Scripting for
Programmers, System Administrators, and UNIX Gurus How Linux Works, 2nd Edition: What
Every Superuser Should Know Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible



William N. Gross, “Very useful to have around. This book is very thorough in its details for the
current line of Unix/Linux systems, including Ubuntu, OpenSuse, Red Hat, Solaris, HP-UX and
IBM AIX. It is well written, often entertaining and always informative. The amount of detail the
authors go into for the various operating systems is impressive. If one looks at the definition for
"absolute and relative paths" (page 142), they can get a pretty good idea of the approach this
book takes;"The list of directories that must be traversed to locate a particular file plus that file's
filename form a pathname. Pathnames can be either absolute (/tmp/foo) or relative (book4/
filesystem). Relative pathnames are interpreted starting at the current directory. You might be
accustomed to thinking of the current directory as a feature of the shell, but every process has
one."Now the definition from "A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux" (page
193) by Mark Sobell:"Every file has a pathname. An absolute pathname always starts with a
slash(/), the name of the root directory. You can then build the absolute pathname of a file by
tracing a path from the root directory through all the intermediate directories to the file. A relative
pathname traces a path from the working directory to a file"Of the two I felt the explanation from
Sobell's book was more straightforward, but the "The Unix and Linux System Administration
Handbook" integrate the philosophy of the Unix/Linux world much more into the text than others
I have read.If you are a beginner, you might not be able to rely ONLY on this book, you will
almost certainly need something a little more elementary; "Linux in Easy Steps" by Mike
McGrath is good for those who are visually oriented. "Administration Handbook" book is good at
is covering the breadth of Unix/Linux system administration duties across multiple versions. It
makes it relatively clear and easy. It sticks to principles rather than a "cookbook" approach. The
section on shell and bash scripting is a very good primer, but you will need to build out from
there. There is also a good chapter on virtualization and particularity Amazon Web services. If
you thought Amazon was just about books and music, well, that is the tip of the iceberg.Students
and professionals alike will find this a valuable reference. If you are a previous owner, it is worth
it to get the new edition. I would think this book will cover at least 90% of what you are likely to
run into as you administer systems.Beginning Linux books only go so far. Books that focus on
one area such as writing shell scripts won't be general enough. This book covers a lot and
covers it well.  It is the one I kept in my backpack to lug to class.”

MxRock965, “Perfect. To be honest I did not know where I was purchasing book from but know
that I know I would buy again. The book arrived faster than anticipated and it was packed with so
much care. It arrived in perfect condition and with a thank you note from the seller. The seller has
a noble cause but the product and service itself are both outstanding too. Highly recommend.”

S. Kosloske, “IMHO - This is THE admin book to own. I've been a big fan of the authors since the
2nd edition was released. I was kind of dissapointed when they split it into separate Unix-Linux



books, especially because of the cost. Glad to see it's back into one large book for the 4th
edition.In my opinion, this is THE admin book to have for those who do this for a living. No unix/
linux admin book will ever cover everything, especially since you have to decide if you want to be
aimed at beginners or experienced admins, or try to include both. This series has always been
for the experienced admins, and covers a TON of real-world issues in the world of unix-
administration. They cover the main topics, the differences in major releases, and show you
exactly where to go for more detailed information, if needed. Easy. And a great sense of humour
throughout, like the LESS guy dumping the MORE coffin into the sea on the cover of the
book.The free on-line version is a great bonus, even if it is slightly flawed. Unfortunately, a page-
by-page on-line version of an admin manual still isn't the best option. There needs to be a more
interactive way to go back/forth to different topics, be able to view different pages at once, etc.
For now, the paper format is still the best, as far as I'm concerned.5 stars, period. If you have the
2nd edition, you MUST get the 4th. If you bought both the Unix and Linux versions of the 3rd, it
could hurt a bit to spend another $XX for this edition, but it is worth it.If you're a "professional"
unix admin, I highly recommend looking at getting this book.”

Josh, “Not your average Linux book.. Also not designed to teach you how to run Linux in your
basement (but you can take everything they say and still apply yourself to that if you choose.) I
was almost scared off when I read that in the preface, since I didn't have large systems to test
on. Fear not however, the book is a masterpiece and even non-pro users will find themselves
discovering the power of Unix/Linux, and I mean the full power, they don't leave many stones
unturned in this book.However this book is targeted to larger system deployments and real world
large systems. Which is fantastic, everything to get Linux users to the 'next' level is here. IT/IS
professionals who have for the most part mastered basic *Nix commands will find this book
extraordinary. I have the e-book version of this, but I really needed to get the paper one too.
That is how good this is, and I have read just about everything in it at this point.The book is well
laid out, unlike my review it stays focused within each section. So much content is in here I can't
even pull out half of the parts I found useful so I won't even try.If you're a Unix/Linux user (IT/IS
pro), buy it. If you're learning how to walk in Linux, you might want to stay away for a little bit,
though it does do a reasonable job of refreshing the memory of most users, there is not THAT
much introductory level information in this book to get you all the way up to speed. If you're
ambitious enough I guess a new user could make use of this book, but I would suggest reading
other material before this.Best Linux book I have purchased ever to date.”

Kelvin Beukes, “It all Started in Bell Labs.... I would say a reasonable prior understanding of the
systems or a keen savvy mind for technical digestion is roughly required, though if your a
uptaker or a returner to such systems, you'll probably whizz through it easy enough.This tome
covers the subject exceptionally well, though what is covered can be found in varying how-to's
and degrees online, but having them in a compendium written by the Lady who wrote the Bible



on UNIX in conjunction with LINUX Code-Gods makes all the difference.Really requiring
information on UN & LI systems administration? You won't go wrong with this book.The
presentation is atypical of books on the subject, similar layout formula as in Wrox or O'Reily,
block by block; example by example without exhaustive paragraphing on tertiary concerns of 'is
this amusing? or what's 'Hip' right now as some books attempt along with personal expressions
of polarised beliefs.For getting the job done, I recommend it.”

bioShark, “The Bible I need. I can definitely not make a 100% review of this book, due to the the
fact that I have recently started it, and haven't finished it yet. I am a Software Engineer,
development oriented, but with some sysadmin activities in the past and other maintenance
work I do on a regular basis.The reason I searched for a comprehensive book/compendium on
Unix/GNU Linux was to clarify some of the questions I constantly have regarding trivial to
complex operations I do on the systems I work on. I needed a manual which explains in detail
what and why thing happen as they happen in the X world. Sure, I could find all the command I
needed on Google, or by simply reading the man pages, but what I was lacking was inner
understanding of the system as a whole.And this book, the ULSAH4, didn't disappoint. I like the
structure, the explanations and the examples. I definitely have a lot to learn from this gem, and I
hope I will be able to go through it all, and make all the exercises they challenge you with.I will
update this review as I continue to read through the book.”

John N, “easy clear style. I buy these when they come out.... I must have had every edition
going over the years and if they bring out another? I'll buy that too.Sure it is out of date as soon
as it is published. Sure I can get the information elsewhere but to have this stuff in one place
that I can pour over has been so useful I would not be without it.Why only 4 stars? Now you
mention it.....  good question”

Born-Again Linuxer, “A brilliant roadmap. After many decades in IT, I needed a Linux / Unix
refresher to get me up to speed supporting Linux-based equipment. This book provides just that,
and shines light on just about every sysadmin task you may need to consider. Many flavours of
Linux / Unix are covered as well as Windows inter-operability. A large book, but well-written in a
friendly style, I was able to plough through it in just a few days and, by the end, felt well-briefed
on the key aspects. If it isn't covered in detail in this book, then at least you'll understand what it
is that you have to look for and why - though I doubt that you'll need to look elsewhere.Oh yes,
the usual prompt delivery from Amazon made buying the book a pleasure. Money well spent!”

David F, “good book - recommended for those with some administration knowledge. I am a long
term windows administrator and have dabbled in Linux but have found this book great at
bridging my knowledge between the two. It is also helpful having the differences between the
Unix / Linux flavours identified - I have recently been looking at Solaris servers as well.”



The book by W. Richard Stevens has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 265 people have provided
feedback.
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